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Conjugated polymers (CPs) known as organic semiconductors have been broadly applied in photovoltaic

and light emitting devices due to their easy fabrication and flexibility. However, one of the bottlenecks

limiting the application of CPs is their poor photostability upon continuous excitation which is one of

the crucial parameters of CPs. How to improve the photostability of CPs is always one of the key

questions in this field. In this work, we found that the photostability of poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl)

(P3HT) molecules can be largely improved by addition of vitamin E (VE) in bulk solution, solid films and

single molecules. In solution and films, VE can not only significantly retard the photodegradation of

P3HT but also enhance the fluorescence intensity. For individual P3HT molecules, with increasing VE

concentrations, the on-time duration increases and the off-time duration becomes shorter. VE as

natural antioxidants can not only donate electrons to the long-lived charged species but also quench

the triplet states of CPs via energy transfer accelerating the depopulation process back to the ground

state. The short duration time of the charged species and the triplet states provides higher

fluorescence intensity. Furthermore, VE can also directly react with singlet oxygen or other reactive

oxygen species (ROS) preventing them from reacting with CPs. These results not only provide an

efficient strategy for improving the photostability of conjugated polymers in solution and films, but

also shed light on better understanding the photophysics of conjugated polymers at single-molecule

level.
Introduction

Conjugated polymers (CPs) have continuously attracted atten-
tion from physicists, chemists, and materials scientists due to
their excellent optical and electrical properties with potential
applications in optoelectronic devices, such as organic light
emitting devices (OLEDs),1 solar cells,2,3 eld-effect transistors,4

and chemical sensors.5,6 As organic semiconductors, CPs have
both the optoelectronic properties of semiconductors and the
exibility of organic molecules. This unique combination
allows CPs to be very promisingmaterials for so optoelectronic
devices. However, as organic molecules, it is well acknowledged
that CPs are easily suffered from photodegradation,7,8 photo-
bleaching9,10 and photoblinking11,12 under continuous light
illumination including complex processes such as
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conformation changes,13,14 inter- or intra-molecular charge
transfer,15,16 photogenerated hole polarons,17,18 and photo-
oxidized defects.19,20 Thus, the photostability of CPs becomes
the bottleneck problem which limits their applications.

In order to improve the photostability of CPs for better
application, people have tried different methods. For example,
Gonçalves et al.21 reported that the photostability of PPV deriv-
atives could be enhanced by coating a layer of hydrolyzed
poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) reducing the permeability of oxygen.
Švrček et al.22 found that incorporation of boron doped free-
standing silicon nanocrystals (Si-ncs) could signicantly
improve the stability of (poly(2-methoxy-5-(20-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-
phenylenevinylene)) (MEH-PPV) by increasing the carrier
mobility and inhibiting oxygen diffusion. Reduced graphene
oxide (r-GO) was also used as additive to form MEH-PPV/r-GO
composite, which could efficiently facilitate photo-induced
excitation electron transfer from MEH-PPV to r-GO and thus
protect MEH-PPV from further chemical photodegradation.23

Singlet oxygen quencher triphenylamine (TPA) and triplet
quencher trans-stilbene (TSB) also showed effective improve-
ment of the uorescence intensity and stability of poly[(9,9-
dioctyluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-co-(1,4-benzo-{2,10,3}-thiadiazole)]
(PFBT).24 It is clear that introducing additives into the system to
either isolate the CPs from oxygen or help to release the extra
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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energy of active electrons is an effective way to improve the
photostability of CPs.

Single-molecule spectroscopy (SMS) provides the opportu-
nity to study individual molecules, which has received great
attention in biology, physics, chemistry and materials science
due to its unique superiority to uncover the photophysical
properties and chemical kinetics beyond ensemble-averaged
measurements.25–33 SMS has been used for revealing unex-
pected results of CPs such as uorescence blinking and
quenching.34,35 Poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) has
shown promising properties for solar cells and is commonly
used as the model conjugated polymer for photophysical
studies. Here in this work, we investigated the effect of natural
antioxidant vitamin E on the photostability of P3HT in solution
and lms as well as the uorescence blinking behaviors at
single-molecule level to understand the fundamental mecha-
nisms of photostability enhancement in P3HT molecules via
addition of VE. We found the photostability and uorescence
intensity of P3HT with addition of VE can be enhanced signif-
icantly and explained VE as natural antioxidants with reduc-
ibility to donate electrons can repair photooxidized trap sites
and quench the triplet state as well as singlet oxygen. Our
results not only pave the way of using conjugated polymers
(CPs) with better photostability for single-molecule imaging and
labeling, but also provide an effective method to improve pho-
tostability of CPs.
Experimental
Chemicals and materials

Regiorandom poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT, average
molecular weight Mn z 25–50 kDa), poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA, average molecular weight Mn z 996 000) and alpha
tocopherol which is a component of vitamin E (VE) family were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich without further purication (the
chemical structure of P3HT as well as VE is shown in Fig. S1 in
the ESI†), and toluene (AR, $98.5%) was purchased from
Shanghai Lingfeng Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd.
Sample preparations

A stock solution of 8.19� 10�5 M P3HT and 10 mg mL�1 PMMA
matrix polymers were prepared by dissolving P3HT or PMMA in
toluene. A series of different concentrations of VE in toluene
(0.02 M, 0.06 M, 0.08 M, and 0.22 M) were also prepared. To
measure the effect of VE additives on the photostability of
P3HT, we also prepared P3HT solution with addition of VE by
equivalent volume mixing of P3HT solutions and VE solution
(different concentrations for comparison). For comparison, we
also prepared a control sample by equivalent volume mixing of
P3HT solution and toluene.

For solid lms and single molecule samples, we diluted the
P3HT stock solution with 10 mg mL�1 PMMA to appropriate
concentrations and added VE of different concentrations by
equivalent volume mixing to investigate VE effect on the pho-
tostability of P3HT. 25 mL of the as-prepared solution was
dropped on the glass cover slips and spin-coated at 820 rpm.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
The spin-coated lms were then annealed at 70 �C for 2 minutes
and stored in dark atmosphere for several hours to remove
residual solvent completely. The prepared lms were then per-
formed photostability measurements. All the sample prepara-
tions were performed under ambient conditions.
Photostability measurements

For uorescence photostability measurements, a home-built
wide-eld uorescence microscope (see Fig. S2 in the ESI†)
based on Olympus IX73 was used with 532 nm CW diode laser
as excitation light source. The uorescence of P3HT in solutions
was collected by air objective lens (Olympus LUCPlanFI 40�, NA
¼ 0.6) and detected by an EMCCD camera (iXon Ultra 888,
Andor) aer passing through a 550 nm long-pass lter (ET550lp,
Chroma). Oil immersion objective (Olympus LUCPlanFI 60�,
NA ¼ 1.25) was used for P3HT lms and single-molecule
measurements. A transmission grating (Newport, 150 lines
per mm) was put in front of the camera using 405 nm CW diode
laser as excitation light source for the uorescence spectra
measurement. PL lifetime measurements were carried out
using time-correlated single photon counting system (TCSPC,
Picoharp 300) with 532 nm pulse excitation source from super
continuous laser (Fianium SC-400, 40 MHz). All the measure-
ments were performed under ambient conditions unless indi-
cated otherwise.
Results and discussion
Photostability measurements of P3HT in solution and lms

The uorescence intensity traces of P3HT in solution with
addition of VE (CVE ¼ 0.22 M) are shown in Fig. 1a (The raw data
is provided in Fig. S3a in the ESI†). Clear photodegradation of
P3HT without VE can be observed. Interestingly, the photo-
degradation is completely suppressed by addition of VE. The
uorescence intensity keeps constant for about 4 minutes
under continuous light irradiation without any photo-
degradation and the uorescence intensity is slightly enhanced.
Such effect is more signicant for P3HT in solid lms. As shown
in Fig. 1b (the raw data is provided in Fig. S3b in the ESI†), the
uorescence intensity decays very fast in P3HT lms without VE
and almost completely degrades within one minute while the
photodegradation process becomes much slower aer a short
period of fast decay in P3HT lms with addition of VE (CVE ¼
0.22 M) achieving a retarding effect against the photo-
degradation. For quantitative comparison, we tted the uo-
rescence intensity traces by a bi-exponential function. The
average decay time of P3HT in lms is elongated from 5 s to 97 s
by adding VE which is almost a 20-fold improvement. More
importantly, not only the photostability is improved, the uo-
rescence intensity is also enhanced by 4 times as shown in the
initial intensity in Fig. S3b in the ESI.† There are mainly two
reasons explaining this phenomenon: (1) the lifetime of P3HT
lms with VE is 2-fold longer than that of P3HT without VE as
shown in Fig. 2b, whichmeans the photobleaching paths can be
suppressed. (2) From single-molecule blinking measurements
as shown in Fig. 3–6 we found that the off-time duration as well
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 1614–1622 | 1615



Fig. 1 (a) The normalized fluorescence intensity traces of P3HT in solution with and without addition of VE. (b) The normalized fluorescence
intensity traces of P3HT in solid films with (blue solid circles) and without (black solid square) addition of VE. The red solid lines are the fitting
curves of the fluorescence decay using a bi-exponential function. The power density of the excitation light of the 532 nm laser was 3.11 and
4.30 W cm�2 for P3HT in solutions and in films, respectively. The exposure time was 0.3 s.
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as total off-time duration become shorter with increasing VE
concentrations, which indicates that the long-lived charged
species and triplet states as well as photodegradation can be
reduced or suppressed with the help of VE as natural antioxi-
dants, triplet quencher and singlet oxygen quencher.
Spectra and lifetime measurements of P3HT in lms

We also checked the uorescence spectra and lifetime of P3HT
in lms with and without VE as shown in Fig. 2. The spectra
with VE is narrower and slightly red-shied compared to that of
P3HT without VE, as indicated in Fig. 2a. It is previously re-
ported that the spectrum of CPs in lms is normally broader
compared to that in solution due to strong interaction among
CP molecules.36–38 Here, the uorescence spectrum of P3HT
becomes narrower with VE compared to that without VE is
because VE can prevent the interaction between different P3HT
molecules. To be accurate, the addition of VE can provide more
friendly environment for P3HT polymer chains to form
extended conformations with less intrachain or interchain
interactions (such as electron or energy transfer). As shown in
Fig. 2b, the uorescence lifetime is prolonged aer adding VE
Fig. 2 (a) The normalized fluorescence spectra and (b) lifetime of P3HT fi

The 405 nm CW laser and 532 nm pulse laser was used as excitation sou

1616 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 1614–1622
into the lms suggesting that some non-radiative channels are
blocked. The lifetime results can partially explain the
enhancement of the uorescence intensity as shown Fig. S3b.†
However, the 2-times enhancement of the lifetime cannot fully
explain the 4-fold enhancement of uorescence intensity. Other
processes have to be considered to fully understand the mech-
anism of the improved uorescence intensity and photostability
by addition of VE.
Statistics of on/off-state duration time of individual molecules

To further reveal the fundamental mechanism of the enhanced
photostability and uorescence intensity, we investigated the
effect of VE addition on individual P3HT molecules by single-
molecule spectroscopy that has been shown to be a promising
tool in studying photophysics of single conjugated polymer
chains.14,20,39 The typical uorescence image and intensity traces
of single P3HT molecules are shown in Fig. S4 in the ESI.†
Obvious uorescence blinking and photobleaching behaviors
can be seen from all the samples similar as reported.12,40,41 To
compare the photoblinking behaviors and photostability
quantitatively, we analyzed the uorescence intensity traces
lms with and without addition of VE. The concentration of VE is 0.22 M.
rce for fluorescence spectra and lifetime measurements, respectively.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 Statistics of on-state duration time of single P3HT molecules under continuous light irradiation for 160 s with addition of different VE
concentrations. (a) 300 molecules with CVE ¼ 0.02 M. (b) 331 molecules with CVE ¼ 0.06 M. (c) 224 molecules with CVE ¼ 0.08 M. (d) 272
molecules with CVE ¼ 0.22 M. (e) Proportion of different on-time periods dependence on VE concentrations. The 532 nm laser with power
density of 7.23 W cm�2 was used as excitation source and the exposure time was 1 s. The solid arrows are for guiding the eyes.
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with four different parameters: on-time duration (the duration
time a molecule stays at the on-state before it switches to off-
state), off-time duration (the duration time a molecule stays at
the off-state before it switches to on-state), total on-time
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
duration (the total time of a molecule stays at on-state before
photobleaching) and total off-time duration (the total time of
a molecule stays at off-state before photobleaching). The
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 1614–1622 | 1617



Fig. 4 Statistics of off-state duration time of single P3HT molecules under continuous light irradiation for 160 s with addition of different VE
concentrations. The number of molecules and experimental condition are the same as Fig. 3. The solid arrows are for guiding the eyes.
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detailed analysis and calculated methods are provided in Fig. S5
in the ESI.†

Fig. 3 shows the distributions of on-time duration of 300,
331, 224 and 272 individual P3HT molecules with correspond-
ing VE concentrations of 0.02 M, 0.06 M, 0.08 M and 0.22 M
under continuous light irradiation for 160 s. We can clearly see
that the on-time duration becomes longer with higher
1618 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 1614–1622
concentrations of VE. We also calculated the proportion of
different on-time periods (0–20 s, 20–80 s, 80–160 s) as shown in
Fig. 3e. It is clear that the proportion of the long on-time
duration (20–80 s, 80–160 s) increases and proportion of the
short on-time duration (0–20 s) decreases with increasing of VE
concentration, which means the transition from on-state to off-
state is signicantly suppressed.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 Statistics of total on-state duration time of individual P3HT molecules under continuous light irradiation for 160 s with different VE
concentrations. The number of molecules and experimental condition are the same as Fig. 3.
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On the other hand, we analyzed the distributions of the off-
time duration of individual P3HT molecules as shown in Fig. 4.
It can be seen clearly that the off-time duration becomes shorter
with higher concentration of VE. The proportion of the long off-
time events is signicantly suppressed with the increasing VE
concentrations. The off-state of the CPs is reported to be due to
the charged states or radical ion states which cannot absorb or
emit light.42,43 The short off-time duration suggests that VE can
accelerate the recovery of P3HT from these dark states, which is
in good agreement with the on-time duration results.
Statistics of total on/off-state duration time of individual
molecules

From single molecule point of view, the uorescence intensity
of a single P3HT molecule is controlled not only by the time
duration of each on-time period but also by the total time that
the molecule stays at the on-state. In addition, the total time of
the on-state indicates the photostability of individual mole-
cule. Thus we analyzed the total on/off-time duration time of
individual molecules (the detailed explanation of the total on/
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
off-time duration is provided in Fig. S5 in the ESI†). As shown
in Fig. 5 and 6, it is obvious that the total on-time duration
signicantly increases while the total off-time duration clearly
decreases with higher concentration of VE. From these results,
we can directly conclude that with addition of VE, P3HT
molecules can emit more photons before they are photo-
bleached showing better photostability and higher uores-
cence intensity.

It is well accepted that photobleaching and photo-
degradation of uorophores come from two primary path-
ways.43–45 For one thing, the uorophores will transfer to triplet
states via intersystem crossing upon continuous excitation,
which will generate singlet oxygen or other reactive oxygen
species (ROS) via photosensitization of energy or electron
transfer.46–48 Such active ROS can react with uorophores
leading to photodegradation. In addition, uorophores can
also be directly photooxidized or photoionized by photo-
excitation and form reactive radical intermediates leading to
their photodegradation.49–51 For another thing, photooxidized
defects can act as non-emissive traps, which is oen observed
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 1614–1622 | 1619



Fig. 6 Statistics of total off-state duration time of each single P3HT molecules under continuous light irradiation for 160 s with addition of
different VE concentrations. The number of molecules and experimental condition are the same as Fig. 3.
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in most uorescent conjugated polymers (CPs). These traps
will quench the uorescence of neighboring-tightly folded
chains via energy migration52,53 or electron transfer54,55 leading
to decreased uorescence intensity and severe photobleaching
and photodegradation. To avoid the photodegradation/
photobleaching of uorophores, antioxidants,56 triplet
quenchers57 as well as singlet oxygen scavengers58 are intro-
duced to prevent the above mentioned photodegradation
pathways. Calver et al.42 reported that addition of the
antioxidant/triplet quenchers ascorbic acid (AA) and trolox
(TX) in PBS solution can signicantly enhance the photo-
stability of a 49-mer long poly(phenylene-ethynylene) conju-
gated polymer bearing carboxylate side groups (PPE-CO2-49).
However, addition of AA or TX in solution with an enzymatic
oxygen scavenging system will decrease the photostability of
PPE-CO2-49 due to reactive radical anions produced by
quenching the triplet states, which may open an additional
photodegradation channel leading to reduced photostability.
1620 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 1614–1622
In this work, vitamin E (alpha tocopherol) as a popular
natural antioxidants with electron-donating ability plays
multiple roles which are antioxidant,59–63 triplet quenchers64

and singlet oxygen quenchers.65 First of all, once the radical or
charged states of P3HT is formed, VE can donate electrons to
P3HT and restore it back to ground state leading to decreased
lifetime of the dark states. Thus, the total uorescence intensity
of the molecule will be enhanced. On the other hand, the triplet
state of P3HT can also be recovered by VE via energy transfer
avoiding the formation of active reactive oxygen species (ROS).
In addition, VE can also eliminate the singlet oxygen or ROS
produced by photosensitization preventing the photo-
degradation of P3HT. These will not only prolong the on time
duration but also improve the photostability of P3HT.
Conclusions

In conclusion, we found that the photostability and uores-
cence intensity of P3HT molecules in solution and lms can be
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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signicantly improved with addition of VE. Based on the
experimental results from bulk sample to individual molecule
level, we proposed that VE simultaneously play multiple roles to
prevent photobleaching and photoblinking processes of P3HT.
Firstly, VE as natural antioxidants with electron-donating ability
can donate electrons to the photooxidized defects or the radical
cations, which can heal these trap sites or recover the radical
cations back to the ground state decreasing the chance of
photodegradation. Secondly, VE as triplet state quencher can
depopulate the triplet states of P3HT by energy transfer, which
can prevent the formation of singlet oxygen or reactive oxygen
species (ROS). Finally, VE can also directly react with singlet
oxygen or ROS protecting P3HT molecules from photo-
degradation. To our knowledge, this is for the rst time that the
protection mechanism of conjugated polymer by antioxidants is
investigated in detail from bulk sample to single-molecule level.
The results provide an effective way to improve the photo-
stability and the uorescence intensity of conjugated polymers
which gives suggestions to optimize the fabrication processes of
OLEDs and polymer solar cells with higher efficiency and
stability.
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